
Why Use ERIS?

ERIS is a development tool that supports the processing of job files (via drop directory) and is an  
alternative to using a programming API typical with most fax servers. This service provides support  
for several off-the-shelf products like RightFax, GFI FaxMaker, email/SMTP, Epic web services,  
and many others.  

ERIS is a lightweight, containerized application that can easily replace many  
local fax server functions. 

etherFAX Remote   
Integration Service (ERIS®)

Features & Benefits

• Built-in SMTP mail server and relay functions  
are ideal for multi-function device (MFD)  
integrations and adding fax capabilities to  
your existing mail system

• High availability, clustering, and load balancing  
for mission-critical environments

• Print server functions allow legacy systems to  
easily print documents with embedded instructions

• Enhance workflows and automation with file drop 
and third-party application tie-ins

• Email-to-fax/fax-to-email — functionalities allow 
users to send an email with an attachment  
without the complicated set-up of a fax server 
desktop client

APPLICATIONS / MFP / DEVICES

FILE SYSTEM
Processes inbound and
outbound jobs from the 
file system and delivers 
to etherFAXnetwork. 

REST APIs
Provides local web services 
for local applications and 
healthcare systems. 

• Epic 
• NextGen 
• RightFax / FCL 
• etherFAX / XML 

• Fujitsu Scanners 
• Email / SMTP
• All MFP Devices 
• And More

All transactions are delivered securely to/from the etherFAX network. 

    ERIS® Scheduler manages all 
  inbound and outbound transactions 
and provides status upon completion. 

https://www.etherfax.net/
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About etherFAX
Founded in 2009,  etherFAX® offers a secure document delivery platform and suite of applications widely used across a broad 
range of industries to digitize workflows and optimize business processes. As a leading provider of hybrid-cloud fax solutions  
supporting healthcare enterprises, etherFAX securely transmits protected health information and high-resolution, color documents  
directly to applications and devices with end-to-end encryption and ultra-fast transmission speeds. etherFAX’s secure, cloud-based, and  
encrypted data exchange solutions operate in a HIPAA and SOC 2® compliant environment that is both HITRUST CSF® and PCI DSS certified.

For more information, contact a Sales team member at 877-384-9866  
or sales@etherFAX.net.

etherFAX Remote Integration Service (ERIS®)

Problems Solved

Email a fax as an attachment,  
without the complicated set-up of  
a fax server desktop client

Receive a fax as an attachment to 
your app, allowing collaboration 
in third-party applications such as 
EHRs or Microsoft Teams

Decrease annual maintenance and 
traffic costs 

Eliminate the complexity associated 
with traditional ‘rip-and-replace’  
server applications

More Reasons to Switch

Fax servers and fax boards are complicated, as they require on-premise solutions that are bulky,  
expensive, hard to-maintain, have high overhead maintenance costs, and require detailed expertise to 
set-up, configure, and operate. ERIS is ideal for any organization utilizing an existing fax server for routing. 
ERIS requires no infrastructure, no heavy-lifting, and eliminates the complexity associated with traditional 
‘rip-and-replace’ fax server applications.
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